Our goal in this paper is to use the SBA numerical method (combination of Adomian method and Picard successive approximations), to solve first kind Abel integration equations. In this work, we shall describe the SBA method and study the convergence of this method applied to first kind Volterra general integral.
Introduction
These last years, a large number of numerical methods for resolution of integral equations and notably Laplace, Fourier and successive approximations, solving core and discretization, have been developed. In this paper, we propose to use the SBA numerical method to establish the convergence of the Adomian algorithm. We provide solutions to the following first kind Abel integral equations. A H H → is an operator not necessarily linear and H is a Hilbert space adequately chosen given the operator A.
Let:
A L R N = − − (4) Where L is an invertible operator in the Adomian sense, R the linear remainder and N a nonlinear operator. Equation (3) therefore becomes:
Where θ is such that 0 Lθ = . Equation (5) is the Adomian canonical form [1] . Using the successive approximations [2] , we get:
This yields the following Adomian algorithm:
The Picard principle is then applied to equation ( 
called SBA algorithm.
Study of the SBA algorithm convergence using the first class Volterra integral equation
Let us the following first king Volterra general linear integral equation:
Where ϕ is the unknown function, f is a continuous function, an
The search of the canonical form Applying the substitution technique [4] to the equation (9), we get:
Let put
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Which is a known function continuous on
which is the canonical form.
Applying the SBA algorithm to the equation (13), we get:
, 1
Let us show that this algorithm converges 
; ; , , and 
The series: 
Let's put ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
By unfolding the algorithm (16) for 1, k ≥ we get: . 
w t w x dt h x w x K x t w t w x dt n h x
− − ⎧ = − = ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎡ ⎤ = − − = ⎣ ⎦ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎡ ⎤ = − − = ∀ ≥ ⎣ ⎦ ⎪ ⎩ ∫ ∫ we have ( ) ( ) 0 0 k k n n w x w x +∞ = = = ∑ since ( ) 0, 0.
Applications Problem 1
Let's consider the following first kind Volterra linear integral equation:
The search for the Adomian canonical form For this, we shall use the substitution technique as follows,
by integration, we have, 
The equation (19) is the canonical form.
Solving by the SBA method Applying the SBA algorithm, it follows that (18):
we have:
Let's take T x t = − and integrating, we get: 
( ) ( )
Therefore, we get:
By induction on p , we get:
Solving first kind Abel integral equations
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( ) ...
And then : 
Problem 2
Let's consider the following Volterra linear equation of the first kind:
